
Dubrovnik: GUIDE BOOKS/INFO BOOKS: 
 
Sawday’s Special Place to Stay in Croatia 
Bradt’s travel guide: Croatia 
Best of Dubrovnik – Lonely Planet 
 

 
Getting there:  Flights with Croatia 
Airlines, BA and Easyjet (peak season 
only).  
The airport is about a 20 minute ride to the 
city.  
There is a handy bus that is run by Croatian Airlines that tries to tie in with departing 
and arriving flights.  
A taxi will set you back about €30 
The whole old city is traffic free which is great inside the walls but it means that 
outside the walls it means the traffic is horrific. Really horrific. (I’d almost be inclined 
to stay in Cavtat if you have a car and bus it in…) 
There is a big car park just outside the Buza Gate but I imagine this would get super 
busy in the summer months.  
 
Where to stay:  Most of the big hotels are in the district of Lapad which from what I 
can see didn’t have much going for it. There are some big shopping malls… though I 
do get the impression some of the better beaches are around here.  
 
So I recommend staying in a small place within the city walls. It wont be super quiet 
as all the streets are so close together and you can hear pretty much everything your 
neighbours might be doing, but it has a lovely charm to it. If you want somewhere 
peaceful to stay then I suggest staying in Cavtat (see below).  
 
Within the city walls I stayed in a lovely small place called Villa Ragusa. It is at the 
top of Zudioska (a very very steep, stepped street – approach from the Buza Gate if 
you have heavy luggage). It is set over four floors, with the best room being on the 
top floor – a spacious ensuite double with a 
cracking roofscape view over the city. The 
third floor has two twins with a shared 
bathroom and I believe there are two more 
doubles on the lower levels. Pero – the guy 
who runs it – is extremely hospitable and likes 
to have a drink and a chat with guests when 
they first arrive to point them in the right 
direction of things to do and see. He doesn’t require a deposit in advance as most 
other places do (via money transfer) which makes it easy and they are very prompt 
and helpful on the email. His single rooms in April were €25 a night which is pretty 
good – I can believe that in summer in a double the prices could quickly get to €75 a 
night or so. There is also a stack of English books left by previous guests in case you 
have run out of reading material. He’ll also offer to take you back to the airport for 
€30 if you need. It was a lovely place to stay.  
 
Rooms Amoret also got the thumbs up from Jo. Anywhere Sawday suggests really… 
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THE CITY  
 
Yes – it is technically a city but the best bit worth visiting is the tiny, walled old town. 
This means with some sturdy shoes and some ready kunas you can soak up the best of 
the atmosphere in a day.  
 
Even in April there were reams and reams of people piling off buses at the Pile Gate 
and it is hard to imagine it will be any quieter in June…  
 
SO: Suggestions for avoiding the dreadful common tourists. 
 

- Start early – (8.30am) -  have a coffee on Stradun ( the big main street ) for 
breakfast. It is worth sussing out at this point what you really want to see out 
of the museum/monument style things and locating them for precision attack 
later in the day. From the café at the bottom of Zudioska you can see (with the 
help of a map); 

o Little Onofrio fountain – tick 
o The Orlando Column – tick 
o That Church of St Blaise –tick (under scaffolding at time of writing) 
o The Clock Tower- tick 
o The Sponza Palace (don’t tick off yet –it’s worth popping in but it 

doesn’t open till 9 – save this till later) 
This means you can feel smug that you have already seen a lot of the 
highlights without really moving that far. Of course tourism is not 
competitive but you are in the lead right now and can relax a little.  
 

- So be ready to get up onto the walls at 
8.55 (they open at 9am and it costs 50kn 
each – very worth it). I suggest you 
access them through the entrance near 
the Ploce Gate – there are less people 
here and thanks to the ingenious one 
way system you will generally not hit 
that much traffic. Doing it this way 
round gives you the stunning views over the city and the sea in what could be 
glorious morning light. Allow about an hour to get round depending on how 
many times you stop to take photos. Please please please do not attempt to 
stand on the walls to get a better photo. It occurred to me this would be a very 
Dad thing to do and it made me feel a little vertiginous and sick on the sea-
fronting walls. The views are stunning and it gives you an idea just how small 
the city is – everything is no more than a five minute walk to each other. You 
can also see the island of Lokrum very clearly (see entry below). Descend 
where you started. Interesting fact – many of the roof tiles were destroyed in 
the siege of Dubrovnik, but because the original factory had closed down they 
had to bring in different tiles that were distributed around to make it less 
obvious. Up close you can see they are a patchwork of old and new colours.  

 
- The Sponza Palace is free and is very architecturally impressive inside. There 

are just two rooms – one big hall that hosts photos of the Island of Meljeti in 
black and white which are charming, and small anteroom which is a 
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To EAT:  
Kamenice for Oysters – market 
square 
Loskanda (?) for all seafood – near 
the port tucked around the corner.  
Tino Pizzeria – for pasta and pizza 
– somewhere in the mess of streets 
on the west side of Stradun.   
All mentioned in the Guide Books 

dedication to the boys and men who lost their 
lives in the Siege of Dubrovnik.  It is sobering 
stuff to see their photos and the rolling slide show 
with pictures of a destroyed city. They have done 
an admirable repair job.  

 
- I really really really wanted to visit the War 

Photos limited thing – but it didn’t open till May. 
Enjoy it. Jo says it was absolutely amazing. 
Really really worth it. 

 
- If you are short on time then I would try to visit one of big churches. You have 

to pay something like £2.50 to enter and there are beautiful colonnades and 
things. I went to the Dominican one. It was ok. Lots of art and religious stuff. 
To be honest I got enough of colonnades and peace from Lokrum for free and 
would have rather kept my kunas for a couple more oysters….  

 
 
 
CAVTAT 

 

• 20 mins on bus 10 from Dubrovnik 
• 12kn each way – buy from the driver (not possible to get return ticket) 
• Take it from outside the Buza Gate, up the slight hill to the right (on 

obvious main road) 
• Or be adventurous and get the boat. It’s quite a way though so not for the 

seasick. Boats leave from the little port.  

 
Interesting Fact – The town is actually pronounced ‘Tsavtat’ 
 
This is a lovely Melina-style village. It is perfect for an early evening stroll to the 
mausoleum and then a drink or a cheap meal in one of the sea front joints. My 
favourite place was ‘Poseidon’ which is on the left as you come into the town from 
the bus station. It is the only place that is actually right on the water front and is 
shaded by overhanging pines. It is a very unassuming and reasonable place to eat 
(best for Pizza or Pasta). Please say hello to the delightful boy called Zeljko. He’s a 
bit of a philosopher…  
 
I think there’d be very good swimming further to the south of the village underneath 
the Hotel Croatia (the concrete gash on the peninsula) or around the other side near 
the bus station.   
 
A peaceful and beautiful antidote to the bustle of Dubrovnik. Recommended 
accommodation here:  Hotel Castelleto. Another Sawday gem.  
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Lokrum 
 

• Boat every hour or so in high season  
• Last boat back at 5pm.  
• 40kn return (£5) 
• Depart from small port from the middle of the pier. 

 
 
 
 

Interesting fact: Was the only place not to be shelled in the war in the early 90s. 
 
If you were spending more than 24hours in Dubrovnik then this is definitely worth the 
trip. Even with scores of people being disgorged every hour it manages to absorb 
them and still retain its magical Mediterranean charm. It is Bonjour Tristesse and The 
Magus all in one: mewling peacocks, pines, wild garlic and olive groves; soft paths 
through the tree to rocky outcrops…  If you really need to see all of it then it’ll 
probably take you a good couple of hours to see every nook and cranny – but you 
really don’t need to.  
 
There is a monastery with a classical looking cloister, a raggedy botanical garden that 
seems to be a homage to the humble Aussie Eucalypt and a serene sliver green olive 
grove.  This should definitely be your picnic spot (this island calls for Famous Five 
style picnics).  
 
For those who must climb up a hill then the French have conveniently built a fort at 
the top of the only hill on the island so it must be scaled.  There is a very steep 
gladiator style incline – it only takes 15 mins or so but go with water prepared. There 
are cracking views back to Dubrovnik and over the island itself.  
 
By far the bestest bit by far is the lagoon style pool marked ‘Mrtvo Mare’ on the 
maps. Apparently this means ‘Dead Sea’ but thought it best not to ask why. Anyway, 
in April it was perfect for a refreshing dip – though it does get very cold and very 
deep very quickly. It was idyllically calm, especially as I was the only one taking 
advantage of the pool. It was only afterwards I saw the CCTV camera that appears to 
be trained on the swimming area. I preferred not to think about it… 
 
There is also a nudey beach too which is an ideal place to escape hordes of screaming 
children as long as you are prepared to get your kit off (small price to pay). It is very 
discrete from the rest of the island but plays to an audience of the passing tourist boats 
en route to the Elaphiti islands. I might have just been paranoid but I swear they 
slowed down and distributed long lens cameras. Follow signs to FKK.  
 
Anyway there are lots of little places where it is possible to slip into the sea in the 
quiet so it isn’t all bad. 
 
WARNING: Many paths lead to unexpected cliffs. Jogging recommended.  
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